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Trustees approve-S1.3 million cuts

Central trustees Robert Case, James Hogan, Sterling Munro and Linda Clifton listen as Central President Donald Garrity outlines nearly $1.3
million in state cuts t9 the university.
By LYSSA SHAW
and MELISSA YOUNG
Of the Campus Crier

After a marathon executive session Monday, July 19, Central's
Board of Trustees approved
President Donald Garrity' s
recommendation to deal with
budget cuts amounting to nearly
$1.3 million.
The trustees met in executive
session more than three hours to
review the options open to them in

the budget cutting process. Garri- .tions vacated by resignation or
ty said the session was needed to
retirement.
discuss personnel matters.
- Research funding was cut
No area of the university will be
$1,000.
, spared by the cuts, Garrity said as .
- The library faces a $120,000
he outlined his recommendation.
reduction. Garrity said the cut
Garrity and his advisers have
will mean curtaihnent of some
targeted the following cuts from
services.
· the academic areas of the univer- The institutional studies staff
sity:
under Vice President for
- Instruction and instructional
Academic Affairs . Ed Harrington
support will lose $647 ,000. This
are targeted for a $10,000 cut.
figure could be reduced by
- Admissions and Records was
$120,000 through not filling posi- ·cut by $27,000.

Student affairs, which Garrity
pointed out has faced large
legislative cuts in the past two
bienniums, will be cut $57 ,000.
In the business office, the cuts
will be felt severely:
- Computer services will lose
$9,000 in instructional support.
- The physical plant will be
slashed $145,000.
- Accounting and purchasing is
targeted for a $144,000 reduction.
Garrity stressed that all the
cuts will mean loss of personnel,

Four-bike to protest nuclear sub

By GAEL GETIELMAN
Special to the Crier

The USS Ohio, the first of the Trident submarine fleet, will
navigate Puget Sound waters on AUgust 8, enroute to the Bangor
naval base on the shores of Hood Canal.
Among the anticipated demonstrators expected to protest the
submarine's arrival will be at least four Ellensburg cyclists,
assuming their journey goes as expected.
The cyclists expect to cover the 150 miles in two days.
Organizer Ron Breckon advises riders to "Do as much riding as
possible," to get ready for the long trek.
Two additional Ellensburg cyclists, Viki and Greg Saari, plan
to ride from Seattle to the Point Julia rally site. Although avid
cyclists, the Saaris aren't ready for the longer ride from
Ellensburg, as Viki explains, "I felt I was in shape two months
ago, but now I'm four months pregnant."
Cyclist Jeff Hogan said he and his wife Jessica chose to. bike

the long trip rather than drive because, "It's a way to reach people on a personal level.''
· Breckon said he expects the demonstration to be ·peaceful and
says, "We'll come together in the unity of hope ... it'll be a
celebration rather than a fearing experience." _
AB for Trident, the cyclists are unanimous in agreeing with the
claim that the system is a "first-strike" weapon and a menace to
global security.
·
"On some silly wim we could eliminate human life from the
face of the world. I feel less secure with a weapon system like
Trident," said Ron Breckon.
Early the morning of August 6, the four cyclists, and anyone
else who wishes to join them, will depart on their long trek.
Cyclists who want to join the group should contact Ron Breckon
at the Resource Recovery Station.
_
The rally will be August 8, beginning at 1 p.m. and will last until 4 p.m. Several speakers, including Archbishop Raymond Hunthausen, will address the issue of nuclear anns.

Photo by Michael Metzler

though he said "every effort will
be made to minimize the impact
upon incwnbents."
The last reduction outlined was
a $30,000 cut from the general adminisrative fund.
An additional $103,000 was not
assigned.
"The saddest thing of all is that
the quality of the educational experience at this university will be
diminished ,' ' Garrity said.
"There's no way to pretend that
won't be the consequence."

Not all of the business disc.ussed
at the July 19 BOT meeting was in
relation to budget-slashing. There
was the usual announcement of
faculty retirements. Dr. Orval
Putoff and Howard "Robbie"
Robinson, both associate professors in the psychology department, will retire this year and be
granted the status of Emeritus
professor.
Apart from retirements, some
appointments were made witb the
approval of the Trustees. Judith
Capper was appointed for fall
quarter as assistant professor of
music and will direct the Central
Singers.
Letters of appreciation being
few and far between, BOT Ct.airman Sterling Munro took tin~·e
during the meeting to call attention to one received by the board
with reference to Dr. Robert
Wieking of.the Technology and Industrial Education department.
The letter came from various
students and alwnni for appreciation of Wieking's efforts as a professor.
The 'board heard a motion from
President Garrity in reference to
a student who died in a drowning
accident at the beginning of swnmer quarter. Garrity's proposal
involved awarding a B.S. degree
in business, posthumously, to Jeffrey J. Slack. This proposal was
unanimously approved. Slack's
parents will receive the degree
along with the board's condolences.
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Certificate of survival
Campus Digest New Service

Perhaps student should get a
certificate of survival along with
their diploma.
The causes of attrition are far
more complicated than mere
financial and grade problems.
How a student is accepted and fits
in on campus is the major factor
in retaining students. Studies
show that students need to
develop a feeling of worth on campus to stay.
The attrition problem is becoming Inore acute because colleges
must stabilize enrollinent
soinehow in the face of a shrinking
student popuiation base.
Most colleges know little about
why their students withdraw.
Even when record are maintained, the reasons for withdrawal are
usually summarized as financial,
academic, personal and unknown,
with the last two marked Inost
often.
Sometimes, the reason can be
narrowed down to be simply the
lack of a relationship with an
adult who cares, or the lack of involvement in a worthwhile way
with a group. This can lead to
isolation.
Academic boredoin is often the
real reason, especially for
students who find their first inside
look at college classes to be a
repeat of what they wer taught in
high school. Ineffective teachers
can also lead to classrooin
boredom.
Students who have no interaction with faculty Ineinbers or with
groups, and who have no outside
interests such as a part-tiine job,
find themselves feeling einpty and
reduced to being just a nUinber in
a large institution's student
populace.
Students who stay in college
seem to find their non-academic
lives Inore challenging than those
who drop out. This indicates a correlation between the level of in-

volveinent in the social system of'
the college and the likelihood of'
leaving.
The social factors, not aptitude,'
expectation of field study, are
Inost important in the decision to:
stay or drop out.
The decision of whether to stay
or to leave is usually deterinined
by the first six weeks on campus.
Students arrive - they are
basically shy, they are awed by
this thing called university. It
takes tiµle for thein to become involved with the university and
with the coIIlIIlunity.
·
Students who find theinselves in
the wrong prograin or are uncomfortable with their housing situation or their adviser are most likely to find fault with a lot of things
as they arise.
Eventually, the student piles up
Inore bad marks than good markd
and decides to call it quits.
Colleges are becoming more
and more concerned with the high
rate of attrition. Simply stated, in
order to keep the university
operating in its present form
through the next 20 years, student
enrollment must not fall too low.
Low enrollIIlent means tighter
budgets, less academic diversity,
less research, the possible loss of
the tenure systein (perceived as
the key to academic freedom) adn
the deterioration of campuses.
Retaining one student for four
years means the same as
recruiting four students over
those four years, because of attrition.
And recruiting is easier if
students are satisfied with the
product. The best recruiting inforInation is available from the present student body.
A disgruntled student who
leaves will never return home
saying, "I failed"; rather, he will
outline how and why the college
failed hiIIl, which is bad publicity
for the institution.

Safe & easy riding

Business Week speaker
Washington prominent in foreign trade
Where does Washington state fit
in with the rest of the world in
terms of international trade? Prominently, according to Bob Lewis,
export sales manager of
Weyerhaeuser in Federal Way.
Lewis has been involved in foreign
trade for Inore than 20 years.
"We are in a unique position in
Washington state to export. We
have excellent ports." Lewis added that it is cheaper for his coinpany to ship logs to Japan than to
Kansas City.
Speaking strictly froin the log
business standpoint, Lewis said,
"Exports have certainly been a
boon to this state."
He told nearly 300 Washington
high school students attending
Business Week on the CWU campus that two of the largest expo rt ers in the nation are
Washington-based coinpanies-Boeing and Weyerhaeuser.
He added that one-third of
Weyerhaeuser's business is fully
international.
But, according to Lewis, "You
don't have to be a Weyerhaeuser
to get into international-you don't
have to be a big coinpany." What
you do need, he said, is initiative
and daring.
He advised the students interested in international trade to
have a good grasp of English, to
study foreign languages and
finance and to pick the industry
they want to work for and learn
the industry before they try to get
into international dealings.
Lewis said American products
are having trouble finding buyers
across the sea.
''There are a lot of barriers up
against AIIlerican products, such
as tariff barriers and non-tariff
barriers, which usually means a
regulation of soine sort or another
instead of an actual tariff."
He said, "Right now, we are on
the brink of a trade war" internationally. The U.S. is competing
with countries who've been in the
international trade business a lot
longer than we have, he added.

Take care of your bike

Bob Lewis

CWU photo

"There are a lot of barriers up against American products, such as
tariff barriers and non-tariff barriers, which usually means a regulation of some sort or another instead of an actual tariff."
'

How do you breathe?

Campus Digest News Service

Many students find a bicycle the
most efficient way to travel from
class to class. But bicycles are
often stolen or Inistreated and
don't provide as much safe, happy
riding as they should.
A bicycle is not a coinplex
machine, so regular maintenance
isn't too difficult. A good way to
start is with a quick visual check
of the bike's vital parts - tires,
chain and brakes.
Before riding the bicycle the
first time in a day, Inake sure the
tires are filled to the proper inflation point (usually 55-60 pounds of
pressure). If the tire is flat, don't
ride the bike until you can get
soine air, otherwise the riin could
be bent by the road surface
creating a costly repair problein.
If the tire seems low, get soine
air as soon as possible to prevents
damage to both the tire and the
riin. Also, the wheel spokes should
be checked to make sure they're
tight.
Often, as the weather turns colder, the air in the tires contracts,
lessening internal pressure. Just
as air should be added in the fall,
it should be released in the spring.
Failure to do this is cited as the

cause of many springtime flat
tires.
The chain should be kept well
lubricated and fairly tight. This
Inakes pedaling easiest in all conditions. Lubrication is particularly important if the bicycle is
stored outside.
After long periods of non-use
and at fairly regular intervals
(.eyery Inonth or so is usually accepted), the chain should be oiled.
Spray oils work well and are
easy to use. Otherwise a rag that
has had soine oil poured on it can
be rubbed along the chain. An allpurpose oil works best for this
job; however, Inotor oil will also
work, but it won't last as long.
By checking the chain quickly
every day, the proper times for
maintenance can be established.
The brakes are the last vital
part of the bike which should be
checked daily.
With hand brakes, problems are
easy to spot. Just squeeze the
brakes to Inake sure they grab the
wheels tightly and hold the bike
still. Problems with this type of
brake are best fixed by experts, so
the bicycle should be taken to a
local repair shop.

The price is usually only a few
dollars and is well-worth the safe
riding.
Coaster brakes really can't be
tested until the bike is out on the
road. As long as the brakes are
tested before the rider has traveled far, or actually needs to use
them, it should be safe.
Again, repairs should be referred to an expert because of their
complex nature.
Following these steps will ensure a safe and easy ride, but it is
all in vain if the bike is stolen.
Thefts on campus have risen
dramatically, making bicycle
safety an important problem.
A strong lock is the best protection, especially if it passes
through the bike's frame and both
wheels. The bike should also be
locked to a permanent object
whenever possible.
Engraving 'your naine and
social security nUinber on the bike
will make identification easy if it
is ever stolen. In addition, Central's campus police will register
the bike and provide a sticker to
aid in identification.

Campus Digest News Service

Most people take breathing for
granted. It's just one of those
things we do without really thinking. Yet how you breath can have
a profound effect on your life.
The purpose of breating is to
take in oxygen and exhale carbon
dioxide. Contrary to what you
might assUine, not everybody
breathes the same. How a person
breathes influences the eff ectiveness of this process.
Ther are three basic methods of
breathing. One involves pulling
the rib cage outward (chest
breathing). Another way is to pull
the shoulders upward (shoulder
breathing). And the third is by
pulling the muscles at the bottoin
of the chest cavity downward
(diphragniatic breathing).
Most adults are chest breathers.
But the best form of breathing is
from the diaphragin, the way the
majority of young children do. It
is the most efficient and uses the
least amount of energy.
This deeper form of breathing
has been linked with the alpha
waves in the brain. (Alpha waves

are a sign of relaxation.)
Therefore, such breathing may be
a way to reduce stress. After all, if
you want someone to calIIl down,
you tell hiIIl to take a deep breath.
So basically, by deep breathing,
you're "relaxing" your body and
mind. Diaphragm breathers have
an edge over the up-tight chest
breathers, who are more likely to
suffer from high blood pressure
and other stress-related ailIIlents.
Not only how you breath, but
which nostril you use can be iinportant. People normally breath
out of one nostril at a time. This
usually occurs in a cycle which
last about two to four hours
(although it can be longer).
There is some evidence now
that the side of your nose you are
breathing out of affects your ability to perform various tasks. A
study at Dalhousie University in
Nova Scotia found a correlation
between students' competency on
right brain (creative, spatial)
tasks and left brain (analytical,
verbal) tasks and that of the
nostril breathing cycle.
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River float map published
by Central students
A detailed map covering the
almost 50 miles of Yakima River·
from Cle Elum to the Roza Dam
has just been published by Central
cartography students.
-"A 1980 class project, the map is
especially designed for river
floaters and fishing parties, with
hazards, entrance and exit places,
milage and points of interest
clearly marked on the large-scale
color drawings.
With a scale of one-half mile to
the inch, the map also includes
safety suggestions for the safe
navigation of the river by inner
tube, raft or canoe.
The map was compiled and
drawn by Ginger Belmont Ewing,
Manson; Bill JolulSon, Lakeview,
Ore.; and Terry Levenseller,
Tacoma; using personal reconnaissance, aerial photrographs
and U.S. Geological Survey and
Forest Service documents.
Students tapped the expertise of
local river floating veterans Mike
McLeod and Don Wise, both CWU
staff members, for the safety
guide.
The river float map is available,
for $2 plus tax, from the CWU
geography department, Shaw- Smyser 110. The maps are also on
sale at the Tent 'n Tube rental
shop in the SUB.
The float map is one in an ongo-

ing series of regional maps produced by cartography students in
the CWU department of
geography and land studies.
The students produce their
maps under the direction of CWU
geography professor Joel Andress.
Their map os cross country ski
trails in the Swauk Pass area has
been on sale nearly two years.
"Since we has no funds for
publishing class projects, we rely
on the sale of each year's maps to
finance the printing of the next
year's," Andress explained.
Currently on the .drawing
boards are two 1982 projects, both
focusing on the Snoqualmie Pass
area. One features a historical
map of the transportation corridor over the pass, from Lake
Easton on the east to Tinkham
Road on the west, up to about 1915.
Students compiled their information largely through the help of
local writer Yvonne Prater, who
has just published a book about
the past of Snoqualmie Pass.
Another project spotlights Snoqualmie Summit recreation
areas, with summer hiking trails
and winter ski areas, mapped,
described and photographed.
Andress hopes to be able to
publish at least one of the maps
this fall.

New Zealand native finds U.S.
economy not so different
CWU photo

Joel Andress

~~~~~~~~~~~'~I~·
-.. .

The .End
Of
Summer

SALE

We're closing the
books on summer
merchandise throughout the store this week
The remaining summer
merchand~se has been
regrouped and in some
cases repriced. Shop
early for many
one-of-kind items.
Save

upto

Many people foster the illusion
that New Zealand is a alnd of
warm, almost tropical climate a perfect vacation spot the yearround. That's not quite accurate,
according to a Rotary exchange
student from that country who attended a recent session of
Business Week at Central.
Roger Harwood, who has been
attending North Kitsap High
School in Poulsbo since January,
said he felt "quite at home" in
Ellensbur last week - complete
with rain, wind and temperature
dipping into the 40s. Roger is from
Wellington, the capital city of New
Zealand.
Wellington is at the southern tip
of the northernmost of two island
which make up New Zealand.
That puts the city of nearly 500,000

right in the center of the country,
according to Harwood.
"When you get down in the
south island, it even snows in the
winter," he said.
At Business Week, Roger said
he learned there were nore .
similarities between the U.S. and
New Zealand than just the
weather.
''When I came here, I thought
our economic systems - our
socialist and your capitalist were completely opposite. I
believe now, that it really boils
down to the same thing," he said.
"They're both based on taxes.
We put in more taxes than you do,
but we get more out."
One example of what New
Zealanders get for their tax
See NEW ZEALAND, page six

50 o/o

and more
on summer
merchandis~

I 09 1/2 West Sixth
P.O. Box 282
Ellel"sburg, WA 98926
(509) 962-9863 ext. ?68

)

ENERGY EVENTS CALENDAR
WeGnc •, day. :\ugust 4
C'~E

F.Lt:~I

7 :()0 p,rn _

Shop Fri nights til 8:30
Berry's charge,
bankcards welcome

HOME FUR."IACE & BOILER :1AINTENA."I CE. Kittitas High School.
Learn about maintaining your gas &/or oil furnace and boilers

Thursday; August 5
KITTITAS
7 :00 p.rn.

by a trained technician.

luesday, August 10
VA.'1TAGE
7 :00 p.m.

TOUR OF SOLAR WATER HEATING SYSTEMS. Pre-registration required.
Call the ERC at 962-9863. ext. 268. We' 11 look at two di fferen t
systems in t he Vantage area.

Saturday, August 14
ELLENSBURG
9 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

TOUR OF SOLAR GREENHOUSES. Pre-registration required.
c~ll the ERC at 962-9863 ext. 268.

Tuesday, Augus t 17
ELLENSBURG
7 :00 p_rn,

BUILD A SO LAR FOOD DRYER WORKSHOP.
Call the ERC at 962-9863 ext. 268.

\vednesday, August 18
CLE ELUM
Noon - l p.m.

CAULKING & WEATHERSTRIPPING. Cle Elum City Hall.
No·,;'s the time to get r eady for winter and plug up those holes.
Bring your sack lunch and learn where to find the leaks,

Tues day, August 24
ELLENSBURG
7 :00 p.rn.

Saturday, August 28
Sunday, August 29

-we give you more

~0.'IC FUR.\ACF. & oOILF.f\ 11AINTE~A.'1CE.
Cle Elum City Hall.
Learn <:!.bout inaintainin6, your -:as &/or oll L1ma ~:.e and bQii€:rs

by a traineJ technician.

Pre-regis tration required.

CHI:-lNEY :1AINTENk'ICE. Energ)' Resource Center.
Leat:n about chimney cleaning and maintenance from a local
sweep.

SOLAR GREENHOUSE WORKSHOP (Tentative). \.le' re still looking for
a si t e sponsor.
If you' r e interested in being a site spons or o r
i:ar t icipating in the workshop, call the· ERC at 962-9863 ext. 268.

Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy ond the Woshington Stote Energy Office in cooperation with tht City of
Ellensburg, Kittitas County P.U.D., Puget Power ond the Kittitas Valley Alternotive Energy Association.
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HOW TO
GET.BETTER MILEAGE
FROM YOUR CAR•••

By MELISSA YOUNG
Editor

Where, oh where,
did our BOT go?
DISAPPEARING INTO THE DARK DEPT. - Central's Board of
Trustees must've had a really productive meeting Monday, July 19. But
I wouldn't know, nor would any of the 30-plus others who attended.
Three hours of the meeting was in executive session - i.e., no publictypes could listen in. There's nothing wrong with that. Executive sessions are needed; they're the only legal way to discuss personnel matters. But there is something inherently wrong with a system which
allows such closed meetings with no check.
Also, when it is known that the board will have to recess into executive
session during the meeting, perhaps that session could be scheduled
before the regular meeting, to save the public from sitting an entire
evening with nothing to do. Maybe I shouldn't complain - it was one of
my most productive nights recently. I got a corn dog and a Coke at a
local restaurant, wrote a letter and watched the 11 o'clock news. Really,
folks, it's turning into a circus.

Keep your engine tuned.

Obey the 55 mph speed limit.

'r-------t

Avoid hot rod

starts.~

(...

Drive at a steady pace.

;,~(ill~
)y..,1.-r-..----

1
DON'T LET THAT CAR SIT DEPT. -After working for nearly three
, years on the project, the Board of Directors finally broke through all the
red tape and set up a program to collect parking infractions on campus.
No longer will owners of the delinquent vehicles have to slink sheepishly
into the Kittitas County Courthouse downtown to bail out; now we can
slink sheepishly into the Cashier's Office. Any possible penalties are·
printed clearly on the ticket itself.
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ArCs/EnCerCainmenc
The reel view
By TAMI THEDENS
Arts & Entertainment Editor

'E.T.': An emotional film

Different movies tap different emotions, but it's
rare that a film runs the gamut of human emotion in
a 21h-hour stretch. Steven Speilberg's latest masterpiece, "E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial," does this in an
easy unassuming manner.
The movie subtly draws fear, anger and tears
from its audience without a blatant statement of
such. Resulting in a totally exhilarating and exhausting viewing experience.
"E.T." has been compared to "Old Yeller" in the
story genre of a boy and his pet. But that's off a little,
because E.T. is not a pet or companion to the boy,
Elliott, he is mentally superior and emotionally
equal.
This is a true love story. Watching Elliott's fear of
a strange creature grow into love for him is a
fascinating process. Henry Thomas is a sensitive elf
of a boy who takes the character of Elliott far beyond
a movie role.
His wonderment and adoration towards E.T. come
shining through as reality.
Supporting Elliott and E.T. as the main stars, is an
excellent supporting cast. Dee Wallace as Elliott's
mom shows the proper amount of concern and alarm
when she discovers the "man from the moon" living
in her son's closet.
As the older brother Michael, Robert Mac-

Naughton is superb. He's at that indecisive age when
he doesn't know whether to go out drinking with his
friends or stay home for a quiet evening with his
family. His concern regarding E.T. ·is touching as
well as his respect for younger sibling Elliott.
The age factor does a lot for the comedy lines in
the -film. The formula was much the same in
Speilberg's other smash film "Poltergeist."
Elliott's scream of "penis breath" to his older
brother was an early ice-breaker in "E.T." as well
as his comment to a young friend about the hubbub
surrounding E.T}s discovery, "this is reality,
Greg."
The mixture of comedy, sadness and fear are what
make Speilberg's films a cut above the rest. They
are not overstated, and catch your emotion off·
guard, not when you're primed for a horror scene or
built up in a ridiculous fashion for a comedy line.
Good old-fashioned excitement, complete with
police chases, is found in this unusual movie too.
. Five young boys on motocross bikes hardly seem a
threat to an entire fleet of police cars. But once a
chase ensues, the boys outdistance them. This particular scene is a good guys vs bad guys portion of
"E.T." that gets the adrenalin pumping as effectively as "Rocky III" might.
But the quieter moments of the movie are the

precious ones. It's not until E.T. learns to speak
English that the impact of the film sets in.
He learns what "ouch" means and heals every
hurt his adopted family may have. When he leaves
earth, he tells Elliott his heart is feeling "ouch" and
the basic meaning of the word in contrast to the complexity of human emotion is a beautiful piece of
writihg.
However, "E.T." gets its digs in too. Towards the
end it focuses on the idiotic way, we as human beings, would handle an outer space creature in our
midst.
The government is shown as an ominous bad-guy
during the first half. This is the only bad spot in the
film.
We realize someone is after E.T., but we don't
know who. All we are shown are men from the waist
down with flashlights. It's corny and over-dfamatic.
Considering the success of "E.T. the ExtraTerrestrial" it looks as though audiences are ready
for deep, thinking-man movies. Space is quickly
becoming a place not to dream about, but to think of
ih terms of existence.
How wonderful if the beings who share our
universe are like E.T.

From lobbying to health lett~rs

What's new in the library
The following are a few of the
new titles ready for circulation
this week at the Library. You can
find these and_other new books on
display in Room 203 or at the Circulation Desk in the Library
through August 5. If you can't
locate the title you want the staff
at the Circulation Dept. will assist
you.
THE
STUDENT
ENTREPRENEUR'S GUIDE: HOW
TO START AND RUN YOUR
OWN PART-TIME SMALL
BUSINESS. For those looking for
a creative source of income, this
guide offers ideas, legal and tax
advice as well as encouragement
to the would-be businessperson.
The author interviewed student
owners of small enterprises all
over the country and describes his
own experiences as well.
HF/5356/K5
CONTEMPORARY
TERRORISM:
SELECTED
READINGS. The collected essays
serve to examine "terrorism's
overall threat potential"
worldwide as these crimes
become more and more
widespread. No specific group is
discussed in depth though individual cases and episodes are
offered for examples. The authors
represent both military and
civilian experts from the press,
the CIA and the legal community.
Extensive
bibliographic
references are included.
HV/6431/C65
CORPORATIONS
AND
MORALITY. Noting that corporations are perceived as having a
moral, and not merely a legal
character; the author examines

the nature of the corporation in Heyerdahl and his crew found exthe light of- society's perceptions tensive archaeologicalevidence to
and the legal actualities. A highly · support his claim. Pictures and
readable discussion, which poses maps provide visual substantiaquestions aimed at the very roots tion to the exciting narrative.
of the corporate structure.
G/530/H47
HD/60/D66
RECOLLECTIONS
OF
A VOCATIONAL EDUCATOR'S DEATH: A MEDICAL INGUIDE TO LOBBYING. The VESTIGATION. With more paguide sets out to improve the
vocational educator's understanding of legislative matters. Included is an extensive glossary of
legislative terms, addresses, and
members of congress and key
Campus Digest News Service
committees as well as a guide to
the federal legislative process.
Attitudes of college students
This lobbying guide could prove anout sex and sex roles are at a
useful to any group wishing to turning point from the liberal atcommunicate effectively with titude of the 1960s sexual revolution to the new conservatism
political representatives.
sweeping the nation.
JK/1118N6
Students are learning that some
THE HARV ARD MEDICAL ideas espoused during the
SCHOOL HEALTH LETTER previous decades simply do not
BOOK. Taken from their monthly work and are taking for granted
newsletter, the book offers advice many of the other concepts conbased on recent research on all cerning individual freedom and
areas of health care - from responsibility.
Most students term the present
hyperactive children to senility to
contact lenses. Each essay is writ- view of sex on campus as
ten in a straight-forward non- healthier than that of 10 years
technical style making it useful ago. No longer is sex the pivotal
for those without medical train- issue in a relationship and many
ing.
students reject the notion that
RA/776/H32
there is a correlation between sexual promiscuity and maturity.
THE TIGRIS EXPEDITION;
With the changing political
IN SEARCH OF OUR; BEGINN- climate of the '60s came a new
INGS by Thor Heyerdahl. The view of moral issues and students
author's 4,200 mile, five-month increasingly ignored previous sex
journey sought to prov,e the values about sex and love.
presence of · cultural interaction
College finally reacted to these
between the civilizations of changes in moral standards by
Egypt, Mesopotamia and the In- loosening dorm restrictions in the
dus Valley. Setting off in a replica- 1970s. While coed dorms almost
tion of a Sumerian straw ship, always provide separate rooms

tients recovering fully from life- often viewed as signs of madness,
threatening illnesses, the author the patients welcomed the opporbegan interviews with these peo- tunity to share their experiences.
ple to learn what they had ex- The study raises many questions
perienced during their near-death about t he treatment of the
unconsciousness. Many expressed critically ill, ourown perceptions
an out-of-body awareness, of death and the effect of
describing events which took psychological factors on the
place while ·they were "dead." physical body.
Since events so inexplicable are QP/ 87 /S2/1982

Sexual attitudes changing
for men and women, they do offer . in partner. Part of the concept of
the sexual revolution of the '60s
the opportunity to interact in a
was the feeling that relationships
two-sex, "real life" environment.
should be more casual with less
The secrecy surrounding living
commitment.
together off-campus hasn't changRecently, however, a premium
ed much over the past several
has been placed on stability and
years. Many students still don't
students are finding more and
tell their parents that they are livmore that when they enter a liveing with someone.
in agreement, some things will be
Much of the stigma of "shackexpected of them.
ing up" still prevails. At some
More students now report that
universities, students can get a
"same sex roommate" service, in · their coed lifestyles seem more
like marriage than like roomwhich a paid student pretends to
mates.
be a roommate for someone who
Along with other changes
doesn't want his or her parents to
following the sexual revolution
know where - and with whom has been the shift in gender roles.
he or she is living.
What effect the new conser- Economic and social conditions
vative trend might have on sex in havp forced men into accepting a
colleges, though, is still unknown. strv .ger and more aggresive role
Predictions of tightening moral for ,vomen.
\ th this change, however,
standards and less tolerance of
alternate lifetyles have not yet t her have been increased
pres.,ures on women to move first
materialized.
But if the new climate holds for in a relationship. Some men
long, American universities may report a reluctance to ask out
well see more restrictions on liv- women in this new age of ining arrangements, both from of- dependence and the fear of rejectio 1 is greater than ever.
ficials and form peers.
How long the adjustment to the
Something which is relatively
new on the scene is an increased nation's new mating codes may
sense of responsibility for the live- take is unknown.
w
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Cartwright goes for cases
When Central student Stu Cartwright gets ready for classes, he
doesn't settle for a notebook and a
couple of pens.
Stu goes for cases - cases of
notebooks, cases of folders,
thousands of dollars of school supplies that spread throughout the
University Store, overflowing into
half the back room.
The 20-year-old Yakima junior
is one of two student apprentices
at the bookstore. His duties include ordering notebooks, folders,
binders, pens and other school
supplies, putting out merchandise, and every store employee's
favorite - inventory.
"We take inventory after every
quarter rush," Stu explained.
''We have to count all the items to
figure out how much we sold.
"It's not that bad - usually it
takes about a week."
After inventory comes ordering
for the next quarter, a. task in
which he works closely with
bookstore manager Ray Naas. "I
draw up the order and Ray and I
talk it over. Then he makes any
final changes or corrections and
sends it out. When the freight arrives, I check it in; then it's priced
and put out."
Pricing and stocking supplies is
no easy task when you're talking

about 4,000 wirebound notebooks
and 1,000 three-ring binders, part
of Stu's stock for fall quarter.
''The people in the backroom
help out a lot with pricing and
stocking," Stu explained. Clerks
in front, too, find spare time
alloted to pricing.
College-ruled notebooks aren't
the only type of paper Stu deals
with. He also handles small green
sheets with presidential portraits
imprinted on the front.
Stu doesn't sell the money,
though - he's on the receiving
end. A 1982 recipient of the Fred
G. Zahn scholarship through
Seattle-First National Bank, Stu
will receive $1,500 for next year's
schooling at Central. He is a
business administration major.
In addition to his Sea-First
award, both Stu and his wife
Doreen picked up $600 Munson
scholarships awarde through the
university.
And, yes, some of that money
will go for school supplies,
although Stu admits he's built up
quite a stock of his own already.
"I see something I like, so I buy
ir to try it out.
"Most of the things I buy I use
for something - maybe not for
the original purpose, but they are
used."

. t
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John Foster photo
CWU student and Ellensburg Rodeo Queen Lysa Costello will spread the word about the Labor Day Weekend
western fling when she rides in Seattle's Seafoir Parade Friday night August 6. Lysa received the Ellensburr
Rodeo's annual $500 scholarship awarded to the queen each year. Here she rides in the Pioneer Days Parade at
Cle Elum earlier this month.

NewZealand·~~~m~~~~~t~~~e===========~
dollars is government-£ unded
universities.
In addition, the government will
pay you to go to a university, if
you score high enough on the entrance exam.
Roger said there are two nationwide exams everyone takes while
in high school (called "college" in
New Zealand). The first is the
School Certificate Exam, given
after the second year, to make
sure students are prepared for the
third and fourth years, because
"that's when it gets really tough,"
Roger said.
"They're really trying to pile it
on," he said with a laugh, adding
that a student may spend four or
five hours a night on homework.
If someone fails the School Certificate Exam, he has several options - to repeat the year, quit
school or, in rare cases, be passed
by an administrator. Roger sais
most who fail will repeat the year,
or at least their weak subjects.
After the fourth year of prep
school is completed, students
.1ave another choice to make - to
attend a univrsity, stay in "college" another year or go to work.
The fifth optional year is rather
like a junior college program, according to Roger. The extra
education helps some students

score high on the University Entrance Exam, which all students
take after their fourth year of college.
Top scorers on the exam receive
a bursary from the government of
approsimately $30 a week while
attending a university.
Sometimes, though, a universi-

ty education isn't too helpful in
finding a well-paying job. Roger
told the story of his brother who
went to work for an advertising .
agency directly out of college.
"Now he makes twice as much
as my other brother who has a
university degree. Makes you
wonder, doesn't it?"

Patty - Steve - Donna

PLAY THE DAIRY QUEEtl

Mll,I,ION
DOl,IAR
TREAT GAME

CASH PRIZES!

YOU CAN BEAN
INSTANT WINNER:
Win Dairy Queen Treats
instantly by matching three
of the same treat
on one ticket:

• Banana Split
• Smell Soft Drink
• 5 oz. Sundae
• Peanut Buster Parfait ...
• Double Delight ....

12 Once Top Sirloin

Steak ................... $1 2. 9 5
Steamed Clams.: .... $6.25
All are served with salad bar,
baked potato, and hot garlic rolls.

Saturday Special
Bloody Marys

$1.25

WI TllATYOU W'N
I 0th and Alder

Collect matching halves
from different tickets to
win cash prizes. Also
watch for Instant-Matching
halves on same ticket.
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•1,000.00
•100.00
•20.00
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Organization development a growing field
Given the current U.S.
economic climate, with fewer
dollars available for upgrading
machinery and faciliti~s,
businesses are concentrating on
developing more productive work
forces.
People are becoming the most
important source of increased
production, according to Central
psychology professor Steven Cato.

"People work better when they
are satisfied with their jobs and
confident that they make a difference to their organization,"
Cato said. "Positive payoffs for
employees pay off in higher profit
and production.
Helping people in· business
organizations to reach their corporate goals - better service,
more profit or the production of

Big John's

more products - is the job of the
organization development practitioner, according to Cato, who is
director of a new CWU master's
degree program in Organization
Development.
OD is present in a growing
number of American businesses,
in a variety of forms. Some companies who want to change or improve some segment of their

future hire independent consultants to work with them for a
limited time.
Others, particularly larger corporations, have a permanent staff
member or department of professionals skilled in OD.
OD is a melding of business administration and psychology, of
sociology and economics. It is an
expertise in identifying human

Placement Center News

Specializing in the
Big John Burger
"A Meal in Itself"

GRADUATING SENIORS: Before leaving campus, please stop -by
Career Planning and Placement Center to make sure your file is com- ,
plete, to complete a mailing card if you wish to be notified of positions and ·
to let us know of you have accepted a position.

Variety of shake flavors!

JOB LISTINGS: The Career Planning and Placement Center has the
following Job Listing Books: Elementary Teaching Positions; Secondary
Teaching Positions; Education Specialis Positions; Administrative Positions; Two- and Four-Year College Positions; and Business, Industry and
Government Positions. You may check these listings at Barge 105 from 8
a.m.-noon and 1-5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

·925-5900
We Deliver!
HOURS: Sunday-Thursday 1 la.m. - Midnite
Friday-Saturday
11 a.m.-1 a.m.
Delivery starts at 5 p. m. daily

PLACEMENT REGISTRATION: Seniors and graduate students
wishing to register for a placement service may pick up a registration
packet at Barge 105. Any person who has taken 15 quarter hours of :
graduate work from Central qualifies to set up a file.

908 EAST 10th - ELLENSBURG

JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP: Robert D. Malde of the Career Planning
and Placement Center staff will present the following job search
workshop for teacher candidates and other interested in education:
"Resume Writing"
Tuesday, August 10-3-4 p.m.
Black 109
"Interviewing"
Wednesday, August 11-3-4 p.m.
Black 109
A REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE International Rehabilitation
Associates, Inc. will be interviewing on Thursday, August 5 at the Career
Planning and Placement Center (Barge 105).
The sign-up schedule will be posted one week in advance of the August 5
date for those wishing to interview (July 29-August 4). Stop by the Career
Planning and Placement Center if interested.

WANTED: Cook with experience and ability to
prepare complete variety of menu items. Work will
no be full-time, but on an on-call basis for functions
at the Elk's Temple. Apply between 9 a.m.-noon and
1-4 p.m. Monday through Friday at Fifth and Main.
Salary open, supply references with application.
LITTLE WRANGLER

OLD FASHIONED SUNDAES
Old fashioned delight! Giant scoop of rich vanilla (or
choose your own flavor) ice cream with your favorite
topping, plus heaps of whipped cream and a juicy
maraschino cherry.

Giant Single Scoop ................. S
/ - - --.

/ r·

I

IP&I

~89

'
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You keep the cup!

l
I
201 East 8th St.

925-6744

and organizational needs and the
skill to bring about change
through intervention.
The new graduate program will
be launched at CWU in Setember
1982 and is designed for college
graduates who already have a job,
some experience working in
organizations and an interest in
making their places of employ- ·
ment more productive, Cato explained.
The program will focus on aPplying behavioral science to the
work setting, helping students
plan and prepare for leadership
and management roles in
business, and helping organizations accomplish their missions whatever those may be.
Improving organization effectiveness isn't a lot of magic, Cato
said. "It's mostly a lot of hard
work. If an organization is in deep
trouble, it's probably too late for
OD to work. The practitioner applies the principles and helps to
open up communication among
people."
Not everyone can do that job,
Cato pointed out.
"The skill to get along with people in a variety of situations is
critical to the OD practitioner.
The first set of classes for OD candidates will focus on basic communication skills needed in helping relationships. If students fail
to meet our standards at the end
of those initial classes, they will
wash out of the program."
The Central program will be
oriented toward working adults,
with experience in real organizations. The ·curriculum will be
covered in 16 months, with a
series of 18 three-day weekend
seminars during six consecutive
academic quarters. Every fall· a
new class of eight to 16 students
will begin.
Applicants must have the endorsement of their organizations
to enter the program. "They need
a place to try out their new skills,
a place to live their organization
development theories.''
Students will earn academic
credit for their on-the-job work,
under faculty supervision.
The sponsoring organization
will gain tremendous benefit by
the arrangement, Cato .noted,
because not only will they receive
consulting services from their
employee, but they also stand to
receive a lot of spill-over consultati<m for the supervising professionals.
Cato has a Ph.D. in organization
behavior from Case-Western
Reserve University, Cleveland,
Ohio; and M.B.A. in organization
behavior and marketing from the
University of New Hampshire at
Durham; and an undergraduate
degree in economics from the
University of California a
Berkeley.
He joined the CWU faculty in
1979 after working three years as
a management consultant in OD
for Saga Corporation.in Menlo
Park, Calif.
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Drumming his -way to the top

Williams wants to have impact on others
By TAMI THEDENS
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Some know him as the son of Burton Williams, Dean of the College
of Arts, Letters, and Science at
CWU. Others might recognize him
as the drummer for Moondance, a
local Ellensburg band.
But it's probably safe to say the
way most people know 20-year-old
Gary Williams is through his work
with Central's Jazz Band I.
Williams is first-chair drummer,
and has lit up Jazz Nights for the
past two quarters with his electrifying solos.
Attaining the title of first chair
was just one of the latest
acheivements in Williams' long
line of musical endeavors.
These endeavors have all
revolved around the drQmS, which
he became interested in at the age
of 11. Most musicians choose their
respective instrwnents by hearing them and liking the sound they
produce. But instead of hearing
the drums, Williams saw them.
''I remember riding the school
bus one day and I saw this guy
loading up a set of drums in the
back of a pickup. That's when I
first really saw them and I
thought 'those look neat'.," he
said.
Following that initial spark,
Williams took up the drums in 6th
grade by playing in j1,1Dior high
band. The next year he began taking lessons from Mike Faris, who
is now a percussion student at
Central.
Throughout high school he was
involved in pep band, marching
band, and jazz band. During his
senior year he was asked to play
with the original Moondance
Band, and so started his career of
drumming for live bands.
He's gone almost full circle considering the fact that he is
presently playing with a revised
edition of Moondance almost
three years later.
Williams took lessons on and off
during his school years, including
. a period of time when he received
instruction from Central graduate
student Steve Smith, drummer for
the rock band Opus. It was during
those formative years that
Williams began practicing
rudiments.
By doing this a few hours a day,
he noticed improvement, and
began thinking seriously about
drumming as a career. And that
meant practice.
The old cliches of the kids
"drumming" their parents crazy
weren't true around the Williams
house when Gary was growing up.
He said he had few problems with
his family when it came to practicing.
"I was pretty fortunate to have
a place to practice up in my
bedroom. ~metimes I'd go up
there and start hitting things and
Mom would come up and say Dad
was taking a nap on the couch, but
it was real rare. They used to let
me practice all the time."
.
In fact when he didn't practice
his parents let him know that he
should.
''Right after my freshmen year
in high school I wasn't doing
much. I wasn't taking lessons
from Mike (Faris) anymore, and I
was just playing with a lot of Yes
albums. There was one point
where I quit practicing. I was just
playing with records and they got
on my case about that. They commented how I never practiced
anymore," he said.

Striving for perfection is
spent listening to various albums.
He said it gives him new ideas and another trait Williams possesses.
sometimes inspiration. "I keep in He even went so far as to say if
mind what I hear - why he did he's mowing the lawn and the
this kind of lick where he did. You rows aren't straight, it "bugs"
listen to what's going on and pick him. That. perfectionism is a~
it up and try to copy it if you can." parent in his dedication to drums
Listening to other drummers is as a career.
He'll be the first to say drums
something Williams enjoys. He
lists some of his favorites as Bud- are nwnber one in his life, and
dy Rich, Elvin Jones, Bill Bruford that doesn't leave too much room
for anything else. To Williams,
and Mike DeRosier.
Both rock and jazz drummers girlfriends take up too much time,
are mixed into his list, which br- and even his favorite sport of ski,.,, ings up a question Williams has ing takes a backseat to his passion
yet to resolve. In which area for the drums.
"I would like to be in a position
;:;- would he like to pursue his career,
like Steve Smith of Journey," he
~ rock or jazz?
~
"I feel my skill at rock is more said of his goals. "He played jazz
advanced than my skill at jazz. at Berkley School of Music and did
!!.. There were times this year when I some studio work, which is what
was really getting into jazz and I'd like to do. I don't think I'm
doing a lot of listening, but I do ever going to want to put in eight
hours a day all my life. I want to
that nine months of the year.
play in a band and enjoy myself."
This
summer
I've
been
concenGary Williams
For the time being, Williams is
trating on my rock chops, trying
to get them developed and to be a working towards that goal by
Orchestra is a class he said he
It was also during high school
practice, practice, practice. That
lot more consistent," he said.
that Williams won a rather would like to take this fall to exThe Central student has a lot to practicing lately has been with.
prestigious honor. He took first pand his skill at other percussion
say on the philosophy of being a well-known rock drummer Mike
place in the high school division of instruments. Tambourine and the
musician. He belives organization DeRosier-formerly of Heart.
the Percussive Arts Society triangle are small instruments
Williams drives to Seattle fre· is the key to success.
Drumset Competition at Eastern that develop technique. Working
"If you're not organized and you quently to learn more about perwith string instruments instead of
Washington University.
are scatterbrained about things, cussion from a real professional. .
Louie Belson was an ad- wind instruments would be a
your chances are not as good of He said he feels pretty lucky to be
judicator at the competition and challenge he said.
getting to the top. If you call the receiving the instruction and feels
also conducted a drum clinic that
Attending Central is a definite
guy back if you say you are, and he's learning a lot from the
same weekend. Williams said his advantage for a jazz drummer acnot space out about it, you know talented musician.
rudimental technique and hours of cording to Williams.
As well as receiving instruction,
little details like that make the dif"A school's reputation will have
practice paid off for him at that
Williams is also teaching students
ference," he emphasized.
time. Many of his competitors a lot to do with my chances of getAn enthusiastic and open- of his own. Three young drumhadn't been practicing rudiments ting studio work or getting
.minded attitude have a lot to do mers are learning the in's and
and chops (solo work) as much as together with . hot musicians.
with a musicians success he said. out's of drumming from him.
he had and he felt that gave him Some players will only get drwnWith the impressive track
"You have to be willing to try
the edge it took to win.
mers out of certain schools. Cenanything and everything. Listen record Williams has behind him,
After high school graduation tral is one of those schools for a
to what people say and never let one might think he is, or might
and a stint with Nash of drumset player, at least in the
someday become, a big-headed
pride get in the way.''
Ellensburg, Williams was on his' jazz field," he said.
The
dedication
and musician. He puts an end to that
Williams' talent on the drums
way to Central, and to conquer the
perseverance it takes to be a good notion with comments like "The
musician spills over into other more I've learned the more I
aspects of life. Williams cited his realize there is to learn," and "No
social life as one of those aspects. matter how good you are, there's
a musicians has helped always someone better."
bett~r' my"Being
Gary Williams is a talented and
attitude towards everything.
It's helped me in making friends, hardworking musician whose
because you listen a lot in music chances for success are very
music department.
isn't wasted on deaf ears. When he
and I find myself listening a Jot good.
Starting out at Central wasn't
goes into one of his scorching
His one goal in life is a modest
more to my friends. I'm happier
the easiest thing Williams has
solos, he .gets everyone's attenwhen I learn more about them one; to have an impact on other
ever done. He found it pretty
tion. He's one of the main attracdrummers and his audience.
than anything else," he said.
tough to adjust to the different extions at Central's quarterly Jazz
pectations on the college l~vel.
Nights, and although he's only had
"It was hard. By the end of the
the position of first chair two
year I couldn't wait to get out of
quarters, he's already built a fine
there. There was just so much goreputation for imaginative and
ing on. I was supposed to learn all
powerful solos.
this percussion stuff and practice
To the average listener, the
drumset and piano, and learn
complexity of a drum solo is mind
theory .... It was just a· headache. I
boggling. But Williams said his
couldn't keep a good attitude," he
solos start out very basic.
said.
"I know a lot of different licks,
But this past year he said he's
sometimes I'll do cliches like
changed all that.
"London Bridge is Falling Down"
"This year I took theory over
using the few toms I have, but I'm
again. I wanted to give it another
limited to what I can do with the
shot. I also took a swimming class
pitches.
"I've just got certain licks in
and I couldn't believe how the
athletic activity helped my atmind and I start out a solo hoping
titude."
things will flow from one idea to
Jazz is his mainstay at Central.
another. Start out basic and then
Last year he drummed for Jazz
add colors.''
Playing with various bands
Band II as well as taking classes
ranging from wind ensemble to
around Ellensburg has given
marching band. His academic cirWilliams a taste of live playing
riculum is a little heavy on the
along with a chance to be
music classes, but Williams exrecognized for it. Being out on the
plained that for a musician, pracroad with a band is the ideal
tice is more important than
climate for practice, and he said
knowledge in a wide variety of
he's happiest when he can take adareas.
vantage of the free daytime hours
:
CHAR-BURGER DRIVE-IN
"I'm using school as good exfor hitting the drums.
perience, to learn as much as I
"I'll practice four of five hours
I
7th & Main
' I
day and then play at night for I
can. I'm not concerned with a
With this coupon
()'\· I
degree, because I'd get one and it
about three hours -that's when I
ONE
~: I
would do me little to no good.
really start feeling good. When . I
"People aren't going to say,
I'm back in Ellensburg I get in a 1
I
'Well, this guy doesn't have a B.A.
lot of listening though, which is I
(reg. $1.79)
e-1
in music, so he's not good
good too, "he said.
925-3588 w .II
enough'." he said.
In fact most of his spare time is I 10 a.m.-10 p.m. daily
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'No matter how good you are,
there's always someone
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